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THE SECOND PESAN:
MITZVAH AS PARADIGM

And they made the Pesal; (offering) in the first month, on the fourteenth day,
at dusk, in the wilderness of Sinai. According to all that the Lord commanded
Moses so did the children of Israel do. But therc were certain men (anashim)
who were unclean by (contact with) the dead body of a man, so that they could
not make the Pesal; (offering) on that day; and these men came before Moses
and Aaron on that day. And these men said to him: we arc unclean by (contact
with) the dead body of a man; why should we become diminished (lamah

nigara) not to bring the offering of God at its appointed season in the midst of
the children of Israel? And Moses said to them: Wait, that I may hear what
God wil command with regard to you. (Numbers 9:5-8)

A strange complaint. These complainers obviously recognized

and comprehended the inner meaning of a Divine commandment.
They clearly sensed that doing God's sacred d~ed creates infinite
echoes, that fulfillment of His will is a fulfillment of the self, a
climbing upward, a heightening of the one who is commanded,
another step toward the completion of the unfinished image of God
in man; so that if the commandment is not done, the sacred deed not
performed, the individual is somehow diminished, less complete.
Thus, lamah nigara, "why should we become diminished?"

In the wilderness sojourn, beset by dreams of fleshpots, and
distrust of Moses, and idolatrous calves of gold, and fantasies about
the melons of Egypt, and envy and fear and rebellion and resentment,
this extraordinary complaint is a reminder that the wilderness

generation, despite everything, deeply understood that a sacred deed
unperformed, a mitzvah unfulfilled, diminishes the person.

Some questions: a) Who were these anashim who came to
Moses, and how had they become ritually defiled? b) Why does
Moses seek an immediate audience with God; why does he not simply
inform these men that nothing can be done now that the time for the
mitzvah has passed?

As to who these anashim were and how they became defiled, the
Talmud cites several traditions:
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R. Ishmael says: They were the carriers of the bier of Joseph (and had thus
become defiled). R, Akiva says: They were Mishael and Eltzaphan who
became defiled by touching Nadav and Avihu (whom thcy carried from the
Tabernacle after they had been struck dead; Leviticus 10: 1-5). R. Yitzchak
says: If they were the carriers of Joseph's bier, there was sufficient time for
them to have become purified. And if they were the carriers of Nadav and
Avihu, there was sufficient time for them to have become purified. Who wcrc
they? They were individuals who had become defiled because they were
involved with the burial of a met mitzvah (an unattended corpse found in the
field). (Succah 25a; cf. also Sifri 19.)

That is to say, were there sufficient time for these men to have
be eo me purified and they chose not to, there would have been no
need for Moses to approach God for special instructions. By
remaining defiled, they chose not to become eligible for the Pesan
offering.

But those involved with a met mitzvah have no choice. Even if
an individual were on his way to perform the Pesan offering and

suddenly confronted a met mitzvah, he would have to tend to the met
mitzvah in full knowledge that by so doing he would become ritually
defiled, and thus disqualified from participating in the Pesan. Even a
kohen, a priest, whose attendance to the dead is carefully circum-
scribed and limited, is released from all proscriptions when he is
confronted by a met mitzvah.

Thus R. Yitzhak argues: Is it just that a person who fulfills God's
commandment to bury the unattended dead, and in so doing
becomes ritually defiled, be rendered ineligible to fulfill God's
commandment of the Pesan sacrifice? How does one respond to this
individual's plaint when he says: My defilement was plaeed upon me,
forced upon me, by God Himself! It is a holy defilement, eontracted
during the performance of a holy act, which, beeause it is God's will,
enhances, expands, and magnifies him, and brings him closer to the
perfection and completion for which his soul yearns. Having been
defiled by God's fiat in the performance of a holy commandment,
shall he now be diminished, denied the privilege to perform this
Pesan commandment?

Perhaps it is because Moses sees the pristine logic of the
argument of these anashim and senses the pain of their diminution
that he brings their complaint before God, Who responds imme-
diately, as if He had been waiting for someone to ask the question:

If any man of you or of your generations shall be unclean by reason of

(contact with) the dead, or be on a distant path, he shall keep the Pen!; unto
the Lord; in the second month on the fourteenth day at dusk they shall keep it.
. . . But the man who is clean and is not on a journey and neglects to bring the
Pesa!;, that soul shall be cut off from his people because he brought not the
offering of God in its appointed season, that man shall bear his sin. (Numbers
9: 10-13,)
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God's words here (not only here) require careful scrutiny. God
does not say that he who missed the first Pesan because he was

involved with a mitzvah is given the opportunity of a second Pesan;
nor does He say that anyone who missed the first Pesan because he
was occupied with the performance of an act of mercy is given a
second chance. The laws of the Second Pesan-the Pesan Sheni-are
formulated in much broader fashion: Anyone who does not deliber-
ately absent himself, anyone whose heart was willing and who
sincerely desired to bring the first Pesan offering, but was somehow
prevented from so doing, is given a Pesan Sheni, a seeond ehance.

II.

Further questions: a) Surely there were those who, because of
circumstances, were oeeasionally prevented from hearing the shofar
on Rosh Hashanah, from fasting on the holy day of Yom Kippur, or
from taking the lulav on Sukkos, all of which are also command-
ments of God. Why did they not approach God with similar
eomplaints about their personal diminution? b) Had they done so,
would there have been a Shorar Sheni, a Yom Kippur Sheni, a
Sukkos Sheni? c) Had these men not approached Moshe but simply
aecepted their situation, would the Torah ever have contained the
laws of Pesan Sheni? In other words, d) why were the laws of PesaJ¡

Sheni not given at Sinai? And the fundamental question: e) what is it
about the Pesan offering that, alone among all the commandments of
the Torah, it is the only one for which, if the opportunity to perform
the deed is missed, a second chance is given?

The Pesan offering (korban Pesab) , more than an ordinary

sacrifice, demands more than ordinary thought. The words of Rabbi
Meir Simchah ha-Kohen of Dvinsk (1843-1926) illuminate:

. . . We find that wherever it was necessary to separate Israel from the worship
of idols and bring them back to the worship of God, it was done through the
Pesa!; offering. In Hezekiah's time (Chronicles 11:29-30), after idolatrous
defilement and impurity was rooted out from the Jews, they offered a Pesa!;
sacrifice to God, , . ,

Further, the Pesa!; offering teaches Divine providence, for it was on
Passover that God di~tinguished and separated the Israelite first-born from
the Egyptian first-born. Beyond this, the Pesa!; sacrifice teaches that God
Himself is the Prime Cause and Mover, without any intermediaries, and does
not act through the stars or the planets, on which is based all idolatrous
worship. , . .

Further, the Pesa!; sacrifice instills in the heart of the Children of Israel
the idea that they are all equal, that they are a holy nation unto God, and that
each individual is able to come under God's personal protection. . . .

It also teaches God's desire that no individual shall dominate another, in
keeping with God's words "They are my servants, and not servants to
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servants. . . ." (Kiddushin 15b). And it is God's will that no man should be
subservient to a heavenly body or a force of nature, for each of these is in itself
subservient to the Holy One. . . .

All (four points) are taught by the Pewl; offering.
This is why Pesal; occurs in the springtime when, after the dormant

winter, the forces of the natural universe return to their full vigor and strength,
and one is tempted to ascribc grcat powers to thcm. Pesal; occurs in this
season so that mankind will bc rcminded that all of naturc is rcally a tool in
the hands of God, as He demonstrated in Egypt. It is for this reason that the
Torah calls it "a Pesal; to God" (Exodus 12: i 1,27).

There are further reasons, profound and hidden, behind the power of the
Pesal; sacrifice to purify us from idolatry. Thus, when Josiah (Kings 11:23)
cleansed Judea and Jerusalem from the idols, he offered up a Pesal; offcring
(v. 21; see also Chronicles 2:35: 18.) The Pesal; sacrifice contains an essential
ingredient: it is an antidote to idolatry. This can be seen from the command-
ment given to Israel while in Egypt: "Mishchu. withdraw (from idolatry;
Mechiltah, Bo, 84) and take unto yourself a lamb. . . ." For this same reason,
after Israel sinned with the Golden Calf, it was commanded to make the
Pesal;, so that there would be created a separation between them and the
emptiness of the idols, in order that Israel might be purified. Therefore, in the
fortieth year, when Israel fell under the temptation of the idol Ba'al Pe'or, it
was once again commanded to make the Pesah in Gilgal (Joshua 5). . . .*

Thus, according to Rabbi Meir Simcha, it is apparent that the
commandment of the Pesan offering is preeminent among all other
commandments because it brings in its wake a) purification from
idolatry; b) divine concern and protection of His people; c) freedom
to be subservient to God alone; and d) the concept that there is no
other power or force in the universe save the power of the Holy One.

Other considerations may be added to these. It must not be
forgotten that the lamb of the first Pesan sacrifice in Egypt is the
deity worshipped by Israel's taskmasters. The Pesan is thus the
commandment that marks Israel's rebellion against, and revulsion
from, the natural temptations of the dominant culture. Of all
commandments, Pesan is primary and transcendent, for this is the
transforming commandment: with it, the disparate children of Jacob
become the children of God.

Pesan, in the biblical first month of Nisan, is also primary in the
chronology of the Jews. It is the first mitzvah that Israel performs as
a people, the mitzvah with which Israel celebrates her emergence into
nationhood, the mitzvah which transforms Israel from a people

subservient to another into a people subservient only to the Other.

A mitzvah as comprehensive as the Pesan is a tnuJscending

imperative for the Jew. The Pesan offering is only one of two positive
commandments whose violation carries with it the penalty of karet j
excision (the other being berit milahjcovenantal circumcision). As
the commandment which purifies from idolatry, stresses God's

'Paraphrase of Meshekh /fokhmah on Numbers 9:7 ff.
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concern for mankind, and epitomizes Israel's becoming a people; as
that which symbolizes Israel's rebellion against the merely natural
and marks her entrance into the supranatural, and which represents
Israel's leap from the merely historic into the meta-historic, the Pesan
is the embodiment of all mitzvot, and no Jew should ever be forced to
set it aside. Therefore, if the Jew, having yearned for this command-
ment, somehow finds himself on a derekh renokah, a distant path,
unable to reach Jerusalem at the appointed time, or if he becomes
ritually defiled, or other circumstances prevent him from taking part
in this commandment, he need not become diminished. One month
later, on the same day and at the same time, at the exact position of
the mid-month moon, he can again offer up the Pesan. He is given a
second chance.

For no other commandment is there a second chance; because of
no other commandment can it be said that it embodies all that is
embodied in this first and primary commandment, the command-
ment which represents all the others.

III.

But the first and primary commandment is even more. The second
chance that it offers is more than a second chance.

Deeply imbedded in Pesan Sheni, hidden from view, is a gift
from God to His finite and mortal creature, a gift without which
there can be no lasting connection with the Creator. For the Pesan
Sheni is more than an opportunity to compensate for a neglected
Pesan offering. It is in fact a regel bifnei atzmah, "an independent
festival" (Mishneh Torah, Korban Pesan, 5; cf. Pesanim 92b). This
may explain why God's response to Moses expands the question, and
includes in the privilege of Pesan Sheni not only those who were, at
the first Pesan, involved in a mitzvah, but anyone who did not
deliberately absent himself.

We may thus suggest that overarching the Pesan Sheni, flowing
from it, is an intimation of teshuvah, the possibility for errant and
restless man to reach and touch the outstretched hand of his Creator.
This primary mitzvah can be viewed as a paradigm: buried deep

within it lies the adumbration of the idea of repentance, the

foreshadowing of teshuvah. For repentance is the assurance that
despite man's frequent failure to discover God-despite his moving
forward and his falling backward, his holiness and his profaneness,
his vision and his blindness-his longing for God can yet be fulfilled.
If he veers away today, there lies the possibility of correcting the
course tomorrow. The Pesan is in this regard Everymitzvah, contain-
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ing within it the essence of man's connectedness to God, of which
repentance is the primary element.

"And the men came before Moses and Aaron and said. . . Why
should we become diminished not to bring the offering of God. . . ?"
Significant is not only their complaint and their wisdom, but their
coming before Moses. Had they not come, there may never have been
a Pesan Sheni. Yes, it was in God's design to bring a Pesan Sheni to
His world, but He was, is it were, waiting for someone to ask the
question. The design required that finite man, not the infinite God,
take the first step. Note the comment of the Sifri that the law of
Pesan Sheni was worthy to have been presented at Sinai, but that
Mishael and Eltzaphan were given the merit to have it enacted
because of them. Teshuvah is God's gift to mankind, but it is man
who must seek it and initiate it. If there is no human yearning, if there
is a deliberate turning aside from God, there can be no Pesan Sheni,
no second chance: "If a man is clean, and not on a journey, and
neglects the Pesan, he shall be cut off from his people. . . his sin shall
he bear. " (Numbers 9: 13)

But if on man's journey he finds himself on a distant path, far
from Jerusalem; if on the way, by contact with that which has no life,
he beeomes defiled; if he retains the will and the hope to reach
primary and transcendent things, a second Pesan awaits him. He
need not feel diminished forever, need not remain incomplete,

untouched by first things. The moon wanes and recedes, but next
month, at the same hour on the same day, the moon will renew itself,
re-create itself, and return to its rightful place in the heavens; and
man, too, will have a second chance to return to his rightful place on
earth.
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